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Abstract

1. Modelling the spatial patterns of trees in early life-stages provides insights into
driving ecological processes and species realized niches. Still few studies address
challenging features of spatial data which may mislead ecological inference. This
paper presents Hierarchical Bayesian (HB) models of sapling abundance in a tropical
forest handling spatial correlation and zero inflation in the studied patterns.

2. We questioned how distributions of saplings related with physical conditions,
disturbance, stand structure and dispersal around adults for 6 tropical tree species
with different biological attributes: Oxandra asbeckii, Eperua falcata, Eperua gran-
diflora, Dicorynia guianensis, Qualea rosea, Tachigali melinonii. The study was con-
ducted in the Paracou experimental site, French Guiana, where stands experienced
silvicultural treatments in permanent sample plots from 1986 to 1988. Qualitative
and quantitative variables obtained from census data and gis layers described local
ecological conditions.

3. Three types of models were built through a Hierarchical Bayesian approach:
spatial generalized linear mixed models (sglm), zero inflated Poisson models (zip),
spatial zero inflated mixed Poisson models (szimp). Spatial dependence of sapling
pattern was modeled through a Conditional Auto Regressive process (car).

4. Comparison of the models showed that sapling abundance was better explained
when autocorrelation was taken into account. In sglm, the spatial process alone
could correct zero-inflation influence on fits, while in szimp models, the links be-
tween ecological descriptors and the response could take various forms. This work
emphasized the relevance of HB models handling autocorrelation to improve mod-
elling of abundance-environment relationships.

5. Effects of ecological variables differed between the spatial and non-spatial cases,
and therefore depended on statistical hypotheses. Species responses differed along
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two gradients of disturbance and topography, as well as the dispersal patterns of
saplings around adults. Findings were not systematically consistent with an a priori
knowledge of species shade-tolerance and seed dispersal modes, and thus rose new
hypotheses.

Key words: conditional autoregressive model, disturbance, French Guiana,
hierarchical bayesian models, sapling pattern, spatial dependence, zero inflated
Poisson, Paracou, tropical rainforest.

1 Introduction

At local scales, a large variety of processes, biotic and abiotic (e.g. dis-

persal, competition, disturbance (Molino and Sabatier, 2001)) and physical

conditions (e.g. topography, He et al., 1997; Plotkin et al., 2002; Valencia

et al., 2004, and waterlogging Pélissier and Goreaud, 2001; Harms et al., 2001)

interact to control species distributions. The study of those patterns can the-

oretically provide insights into species realized niches and driving ecological

processes (Austin, 2002), in particular into the respective part of dispersal

(dispersal limitation, e.g. Dalling and Wirth (1998)) and environmental con-

ditions (niche theory, e.g. Grubb (1977)). Today, a growing quantity of de-

tailed ecological data are available on experimental sites. Methods, based on

information-theoretic approaches such as model selection, allow to systemati-

cally explore and compare relations between ecological processes and the local

abundances of species (Rushton et al., 2004).

Statistical modelling studies rely on three components (Austin, 2002), at

least implicitly: an ecological model, which addresses hypotheses or concepts

in a given context, a data model, which assumes relations between sampled

data and focused ecological processes at a given scale, and finally a statistical

model linking responses and ecological variables of the data model. Assump-

tions made for one model may have implications on the other models, and

therefore influence ecological conclusions (Austin, 2002; Keitt et al., 2002).

Following this three-components frame, we present here a comparative ap-

proach to model sapling abundance of six tropical tree species with different

biological attributes at intermediate scale (ca 30 ha).

The individualistic perspective of communities defines a relevant ecolog-

ical model for spatial modelling (Guisan and Zimmermann, 2000) in which
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species interact with their environment through intrinsic rules. We considered

here an individualistic ecological model in which trees occur at a given stage

depending on topography and soil conditions (waterlogging), biotic interac-

tions (through dispersal and competition) and disturbance. Among ecological

processes affecting species patterns, disturbance is of outmost importance as

it controls the local dynamics of trees populations (Shugart, 1984; Sheil, 1999)

through the release of competition in treefall gaps. Early-life stages patterns

may then reflect past patterns of disturbance within the stands (Nicotra et al.,

1999). Special attention was devoted here to include disturbance as a possible

determinant of species patterns.

Tropical trees species exhibit large differences in growth potential and

spend variable periods of time in early life-stages (Clark and Clark, 1999).

Effects of past disturbance events are therefore likely to be perceptible in

size-classes differing between focal species (Molino and Sabatier, 2001). More-

over, describing the environment of trees in tropical forests remains a difficult

task, partly because of high spatial heterogeneity (Ricklefs, 1977). To allow

comparison among the studied species, our data model defined specific dbh

classes for the sapling stage. Abundances were evaluated into sampling cells

on an exhaustive and regular basis in permanent sample plots (psp) of French

Guiana. Indirect ecological variables described the processes of the ecologi-

cal model on the same locations. Such indirect variables constitute proxies of

direct (physiological) or resource gradients (Guisan and Zimmermann, 2000).

Spatial patterns of tropical tree species are often clumped (Condit et al.,

2000), so that abundance data are likely to be spatially correlated, or auto-

correlated (Legendre, 1993). Autocorrelation challenges the common statisti-

cal hypothesis of observations being independent. Quadrat-sampling may also

induce over-dispersed data due to many zero counts, or zero inflation (McCul-

lagh and Nelder, 1989; Ridout et al., 1998). In this paper, we specify statisti-

cal models to handle autocorrelation and zero-inflation through a Hierarchical

Bayesian approach (HB, Clark (2005)). This approach allows to model com-

plex biological data into a series of simpler conditional models (Wikle, 2003;

Clark, 2005).

Within this framework, we address a double question: what are the main

determinants of sapling pattern of the six species among physical conditions,

disturbance, stand structure and intraspecific relations ? Do models taking au-

tocorrelation into account better explain sapling pattern than simpler models

and in which way ?
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2 Material and Methods

2.1 Study site

The study was conducted at the Paracou experimental site (5◦18’ N,

52◦23’W) in a terra firme rain forest. The site lies in the coastal part of French

Guiana in an equatorial climate with two main seasons. A dry season occurs

from August to Mid-November. From March to April, a short drier period in-

terrupts the rainy season. Annual rainfall in the vicinity of the site is 3041 mm

(Gourlet-Fleury et al., 2004). At Paracou, streams incise a smooth geomor-

phological system mainly on shallow ferralitic soils. Part of the site is covered

by permanently waterlogged areas with particular floristic composition.

The design of the site consists in twelve 300 × 300 m permanent sample

plots with a 25 m inner buffer zone. In each central 250 × 250 m square, all

trees ≥ 10 cm dbh (diameter at breast height) were identified and georefer-

enced. Since 1984, girth at breast height, standing deaths, treefalls and newly

recruited trees over 10 cm dbh have been monitored annually. Three treat-

ments were applied during the 1986-1988 period combining selective logging

of increasing intensity and additional poison-girdling. Major interests of the

Paracou experimental site are the wide range of disturbance experienced by

the stands, and the 20-years long monitoring of trees ≥ 10 cm dbh.

The present work concerns four adjacent permanent sample plots gath-

ering an undisturbed control plot and three treated plots, between 10 and 42

m above sea-level. Two periods were distinguished in the recent plots history:

the logging period from 1986 to 1988 and the recovery period form 1989 to

2002 (Gourlet-Fleury et al., 2004).

2.2 Focal species, life-stages and response variables

Commonness, light requirement and dispersal modes were criterion of

species choice (Sabatier, 1983; Favrichon, 1995; Gourlet-Fleury and Houllier,

2000). The six focal species were, by growing order of light-requirement: one

sciaphilous species Oxandra asbeckii Pulle, R.E.Fr. (Annonaceae), three tol-

erant to mid-tolerant species (Eperua falcata Aublet, Caesalpiniaceae, Eperua

grandiflora Aublet, Benth., Caesalpiniaceae, Dicorynia guianensis Amshoff,

Caesalpiniaceae), two light-demanding species (Qualea rosea Aublet, Vochysi-

aceae, Tachigali melinonii Harms, Caesalpiniaceae). O.asbeckii is an endozoo-

chorous species of the understorey, the highest trees staying below 15 m high.

E.falcata is an autochorous species and E.grandiflora a barochorous species
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that both occur in the canopy at maximal heights of 30-35 m (Sabatier,

1983). D.guianensis, Q.rosea and T.melinonii are anemochorous species of the

canopy with emergent trees reaching 40 meters (Favrichon, 1995). T.melinonii

is the fastest-growing and a priori most light-demanding species of the study.

In 2002-2003, all plants with 1 cm≤ dbh ≤ 10 cm were sampled and

georeferenced. dbh were recorded in 1 cm classes. For the present study, we

restricted the sapling stage to plants whose installation occurred most likely

during the post-logging period. For each species, the sapling stage was thus

limited by a specific upper dbh limit (dsap) accounting for differences in av-

erage growth among species (Gourlet-Fleury, unpublished data). Thus, dbh

classes for saplings were [1− 2] cm for O.asbeckii, [1− 3] cm for E.grandiflora,

[1 − 4] cm for E.falcata, [1 − 5] cm for D.guianensis, [1 − 6] cm for Q.rosea

and [1 − 9] cm for T.melinonii. Sapling abundance which served as response

variables in the statistical models was then calculated in 10× 10 m cells (625

within each psp).

The adult stage gathered potential mother-trees over a given dbh at ma-

turity derived from literature (Doligez, 1996) or defined regarding the status of

the species (Collinet, 1997). dbh at maturity was 10 cm for O.asbeckii, 25 cm

for D.guianensis, 35 cm for E.falcata, E.grandiflora, Q.rosea and T.melinonii.

Potential mother-trees included naturally dead and logged trees for each species.

2.3 Ecological descriptors and gradients

Ecological variables derived either from available gis maps of the study

site or from census data of trees ≥10 cm dbh. Topography (elevation and

slope) derived from a Digital Elevation Model (dem) of the site. Three quali-

tative variables characterized the position of sampling cells regarding seasonal

streams and bottomlands, skid trails and logging damage (Table 1). Statical

and differential quantitative stand variables were calculated using basal areas

on 20 m-radius circular subplots centered on the sampling cells. Differential

variables concerned either the logging period, or the recovery period.

Statical variables described the local forest structure in 2002 and con-

cerned the total basal area, the basal area of pioneer taxa and the first two

axes of a ca (Correspondence Analysis) on diameter distributions (see Table

1). Among differential variables, disturbance variables separately quantified

trees deaths in treefalls or standing deaths (Table 1). Two variables quantified

trees recruitment over 10 cm dbh and the gross change in basal area during the

recovery period. Mean and standard deviation of treefalls ages characterized

the temporal pattern of local disturbance during the recovery period.
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Finally, three population variables characterized intraspecific interactions

between saplings and surrounding conspecific trees (Table 1): the distance

from cells centers to the nearest adult accounted for dispersal, the basal area

of conspecific trees (≥ 10 cm dbh) in 2002 accounted for intraspecific com-

petition, the loss of basal area from conspecific trees (≥ 10 cm dbh) during

the recovery period accounted for a possible release of competition through

conspecific deaths. For the last two variables, a 20 m-radius was used as for

other stand variables.

For the sake of clarity in model interpretation :

(1) we considered population variables separately from other variables,

(2) we summarized environmental heterogeneity along two gradients formed

by combinations of the environmental variables.

These gradients served to predict species response according to best models

predictions. They were build from the first two axes of a pca on environ-

mental variables. The first axis was positively supported by variables LD,

MtfL, Recru, diam1 and Gpio (24% of inertia explained, Table 1). Hence, it

indicated a gradient of logging disturbance during the logging period. The sec-

ond axis was positively supported by Ele, MtfR and AtfR, and negatively by

WL and dGR (inertia explained: 11%). The second gradient reflected topo-

graphic position, and possible disturbance during the recovery period. Local

conditions along the second axis varied from undisturbed subplots near bot-

tomlands (WL = 2) to subplots on plateaux possibly disturbed by treefalls

during the recovery period. We characterized one gradient along each of the

two axes by sampling cells according to their scores and their low inertia on

other axes of the analysis (nlogging = 37, ntopo = 42).

2.4 Statistical models

A Hierarchical Bayesian approach. Hierarchical Bayesian modelling aims

at decomposing a complex problem into a series of simpler conditional levels

(Banerjee et al., 2003; Wikle, 2003): at a given hypothesis level, inference con-

ditionally rely on hypotheses made at higher levels. In the following section,

we present spatial Poisson models in the HB context. We then present Zero

Inflated Poisson models (zip) and extend the zip formulation to include auto-

correlation. Finally, we focus on model calibration and evaluation to address

the quality of fits and variables effects.

Spatial Poisson models. Abundances are classically modelled using Pois-

son distributions and the log function to link the Poisson intensity λ to ecologi-
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cal variables (McCullagh and Nelder, 1989). A major issue of spatial modelling

is to correctly describe the covariance structure of the data, i.e. possible au-

tocorrelation in observations. The idea here is to include a spatial effect α(s)

that accounts for spatial dependence in local Poisson intensities. α(s) is mod-

elled as a random field over discretized space, and Z(s) is the count of saplings

in the cell at location s.

In the HB context, three basic levels constitute a model: a data level,

specifying the conditional distribution of the data Z given parameters and

underlying processes, a process level specifying the conditional distributions

of the processes given their own parameters, and a parameter level specifying

prior distributions for all parameters (Wikle, 2003):

data level : Z(s)|λ(s) ∼ Poisson(λ(s))

process level : log
(
λ(s)

)
|µ, δ, α(s) = µ + Pδ + α(s) (1)

parameter level : prior distributions of µ, δ and parameters for α,

where µ is an intercept, P a matrix of ecological variables, δ a vector of

regression parameters, s a vector of spatial locations α(s) a spatial random

effect. Given parameter λ(s), conditional independence between observations

replaces the usual hypothesis of complete independence at the data level. The

purpose of the Bayesian analysis is then to estimate the conditional posterior

distribution of the parameters given data and processes.

Conditional Autoregressive model (CAR). We retained a Conditional

Auto-Regressive model for α(s) to take correlation between neighboring ob-

servations into account (CAR, Besag (1974)). For each cell, we used a Moore

neighboorhood (the chess king’s move). The spatial process intensity, α(s),

followed a conditional gaussian distribution given intensities in the neighbor-

hood:

α(si)|α(sj), j ∈ vi ∼ N

ρ

∑

j∈vi

wijα(sj), 1/τ


 , (2)

where ρ and τ are two unknown parameters, (wij) a set of known spatial

weights and vi the neighborhood of si (Banerjee et al., 2003). ρ measures the

strength of the relation between α(si) and vi. τ is the conditional precision of

the process (1/τ is the conditional variance).

Zero Inflated models. Because count data are often over-dispersed due to

over-represented zero counts (Ridout et al., 1998), fits with Poisson distribu-

tions may be poor. We modelled zero-inflation of sapling abundance with a
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special case of finite mixture models, i.e. Zero Inflated Poisson (zip) models

(Lambert, 1992). In the zip scheme, data proceed from a two-stages regime

(Zorn, 1996). In a first – transition – stage, the outcome of a Bernoulli process

determines the intensity of the second stage, which is then either strictly nul or

not. In the second – events – stage, a Poisson process of the given intensity de-

termines the final observation. Hence, the response variable Z can be modelled

as: Z = B(ω)P (λ), where B is a Bernoulli random variable indicating saplings

absence with probability ω (B = 1 implies Z = 0), and P a Poisson random

variable describing sapling abundance with intensity λ. The data distribution

Z is then a mixture of two Poisson distributions: Z = ωP(0) + (1− ω)P(λ),

where P(0) is the zero-point probability mass function and ω the unknown

proportion of mixture between the two distributions. Thus, observations in Z

proceed either from a null distribution or from a classical Poisson distribu-

tion. A major interest of zip models is that parameters ω and λ can rely on

different set of variables. Truncated zip models, or Hurdle models, separately

model presence-absence with a Bernoulli distribution and non zero counts with

a truncated Poisson distribution (Welsh et al., 1996; Bar-Hen, 2002). We pre-

ferred the mixture specification because zero counts could arise either from

the Bernoulli or from the Poisson distribution.

Spatial Zero Inflated Mixed models. Following the HB approach, we

extended the zip formulation to include autocorrelation. At the data level,

we supposed that the response variable Z was spatialized, Z = Z(s) and zip

distributed: Z(s)|ω(s), λ(s) ∼ Z
(
ω(s), λ(s)

)
. Given the two main parameters

λ(s) and ω(s), observations in Z were assumed to be conditionally indepen-

dent.

At the process level, ω(s) and λ(s) were linked with ecological variables

through canonical link functions and we defined: u(s) = logit (ω(s)) and

v(s) = log (λ(s)) (McCullagh and Nelder, 1989). For simplicity, we included

explicit spatial dependence among observations only in the Poisson part of the

zip model (see also Wikle and Anderson (2003)). Thus, the Poisson process

intensity λ(s) depended on both a set of specific variables and an underly-

ing spatial process α(s). As in the Spatial Poisson case, α(s) followed a CAR

model:

u(s)|µ1, γ = µ1 + Bγ (3)

v(s)|µ2, β, α(s) = µ2 + Mβ + α(s) (4)

with (µ1, µ2) two intercepts and (B, M) two sets of selected variables.

Finally, at the parameter level, we used weak or non informative prior
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distributions of parameters. For regression parameters γ and β, gaussian dis-

tributions were used. Prior for ρ was uniform on a constrained interval (see

Banerjee et al. (2003) for details). Prior for τ was an inverse gamma distribu-

tion.

Model calibration and evaluation. For each sspecies, we first built two

models without spatial effect, a simple Poisson glm and a zip model. In the

zip case, we first selected variables B using a logistic glm of sapling pres-

ence/absence, as usually proposed for Hurdle models (Bar-Hen, 2002). Given

B, we then selected variables M in a complete zip model. Variables were

selected among candidates variables (Table 1) with a classical stepwise selec-

tion using Maximum Likelihood Estimation and Akaike Information Criterion

(AIC) (McCullagh and Nelder, 1989).

Models were then recalibrated through the HB approach. Three models

were retained per species: a Spatial Generalized Linear Mixed model (sglm),

a non-spatial Zero Inflated Poisson model (zip), and a Spatial Zero Inflated

Mixed model (szimp). We discarded the non spatial Poisson glm because

of poor results. Model calibration was performed using WinBUGS software

(Spiegelhalter, 2004) with 100000 iterations on one Monte Carlo Markov chain

(MCMC) including an initial burning step of 20000 iterations. Other analyses

were performed with R (R Development Core Team, 2004).

Model comparison in HB context is not a simple task. The effective num-

ber of parameters or degrees of freedom is not always clearly defined for hier-

archical models (Spiegelhalter et al., 2002) and can be very different from the

actual number of parameters. Hence, common criteria, such as Akaike Informa-

tion Criterion (AIC) or Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC), are suspicious.

Spiegelhalter et al. (2002) proposed a Deviance Information Criterion (DIC)

based on deviance moments to compare complex hierarchical models. DIC is

defined as: DIC = D(θ) + pD, where θ is the parameter set of the model,

D(θ) the mean of the Bayesian deviance D(θ) for all MCMC samples. pD is

the effective number of parameters and is defined as pD = D(θ)−D(θ̄), where

θ̄ is the mean of all MCMC samples of θ. pD is proportional to the deviance

variance and is regarded as a measure of the model complexity (Spiegelhalter

et al., 2002).

For a given variable, the mean of the posterior distribution defined the

variable effect. In zip and szimp models, a variable was said dual, following

Zorn (1996) terminology, if it occurred in both B and M matrices (Eq. 3 &

4). The response curve – the relation between the response and variable – to a

dual variable, say x, depends on the ratio σx = βx

βx−γx
where βx and γx are the
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regression coefficients associated with x in B and M respectively. Depending

on the sign and value of σ, the response curve can be of various shapes, either

strictly monotonous or with a local maximum symmetric or not about this

maximum (Fig. 5.a).

3 Results

3.1 Local abundance data and actual spatial patterns

Zero-inflation of sapling abundance varied between species with zero-

frequencies between 58% for O.asbeckii and 87% for T.melinonii. O.asbeckii

was the most common species regarding cells occupation (42%) and total

saplings numbers (2271). On the opposite, D.guianensis and T.melinonii had

the lowest total saplings numbers (615 and 616) and the lowest maximal abun-

dances (8 and 11). Q.rosea was the most locally abundant species (34, total :

1197) and also the most variable in abundance. E.falcata and E.grandiflora

occurred in 17% and 20% of the cells respectively with 17 and 11 saplings at

maximal abundances (total : 807 and 861).

Moran’s I (IM) were calulated to estimate the sign and strength of local

dependence between observations relatively to the total variance. We used here

the neighborhood definition of the CAR model. All actual sapling pattern had

positive IM values (Fig. 3.a) with low variance (<10−3, not shown) and thus

were positively autocorrelated.

Empirical variograms characterized spatial patterns on the complete study

area. Major changes in variograms slopes indicated spatial features (clumps)

at various scales (Fig. 2, solid lines). A steep increase was observed up to

about 50 m for D.guianensis and E.grandiflora, and up to about 100 m for

O.asbeckii. For E.grandiflora, the variogram slowly decreased up to 500 m,

which indicated that paired observations were mostly zeros at that distance.

Variograms for Q.rosea and E.falcata showed a slow increase up to 200 m, with

a larger range of variation for Q.rosea. For both species, variograms increased

after 400 m, which indicated a separation of large clumps at this distance. For

T.melinonii, the variogram showed a steep increased in the first 30 m, but the

species was the less structured in space.

3.2 Model evaluation

According to DIC values, szimp models were retained as best models

for D.guianensis, E.falcata, Q.rosea T.melinonii, while sglm were retained
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for O.asbeckii and E.grandiflora (Table 2). For O.asbeckii, despite a weak

difference in DIC between sglm and szimp models, the sglm was the best

model because both the number of fixed regression parameters (33 vs 20) and

the effective number of parameters (pD) were lower for this model. Correlation

coefficients showed good agreement between observations and fitted values.

sglm and szimp models showed similar Pearson and Spearman correlation

coefficients (Table 2). Pearson coefficients were between 0.88 and 0.98 and

Spearman coefficients were between 0.59 and 0.76.

For zip models, Pearson correlations coefficients were between 0.22 and

0.57 and Spearman correlation coefficients between 0.23 and 0.53. Large values

of pD indicated that model deviances varied widely along the Monte Carlo

Markov Chains run for calibration. For Q.rosea, the poorer fit was essentially

due to outliers, i.e. cells for which the zip model predicted high abundances

whereas saplings were absent. Such behavior of the model will be discussed

further.

Comparison of zip and szimp models showed that posterior means, thus

variables effects, generally decreased when autocorrelation was taken into ac-

count, while standard deviations increased (Fig. 1).

3.3 Comparison of actual vs modelled patterns

Variograms of patterns modelled with mixed models closely paralleled ac-

tual sapling pattern, whereas zip models produced smooth or flat variograms

(e.g. D.guianensis, Fig. 2). All modelled patterns showed a lower overall vari-

ance compared to observed distributions. This finding was confirmed with IM

since actual values were lower than values for calibrated patterns. IM of mixed

models (sglm, szimp) were closer to actual values than zip values (Fig. 3.a).

This ranking did not stand for Q.rosea which also showed the highest observed

IM .

IM and the CAR precision parameter of mixed models (τ in Eq. 2) were

positively related (Fig. 3.b). τ is inversely proportional to the variance of the

spatial process α. Hence, the precision parameter τ strongly influenced the

overall variability of modelled patterns (Fig. 3). Meanwhile, the ρ parameter

showed little variability among models and had posterior means between 0.974

for E.falcata (szimp model, posterior standard deviation: σρ = 0.018) and

0.999 for O.asbeckii (sglm and szimp models, σρ = 0.001). Such high values

of ρ reveal strong positive autocorrelation and are consistent with IM values

about 0.5 (Banerjee et al., 2003).
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Fig. 1. Variables effects: posterior means and standard deviations intervals for
fixed regression parameters, per species and per model type (see table 1 for la-
bels, Int.: intercepts). For qualitative variables (LD, ST, WL), the effect in level 3 is:
eff3 = −(eff1 + eff2). For best models (italics), symbols indicates intervals without
0 in. Shaded bars and ∗ relate to coefficients of variables in matrix P or M, filled
bars and ∧ relate to coefficients of variables in matrix B.
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Fig. 2. Variograms of observed sapling abundance and modelled patterns calculated
on the complete study area (the zip case is not shown for Q.rosea for graph clarity).

3.4 Adjusted sapling abundance along ecological gradients

Responses are presented here for the best selected models (Table 2). Along

the gradient of logging disturbance, adjusted abundances for O.asbeckii de-

creased with increasing disturbance levels with constant variability. The re-

sponse of D.guianensis was humped and maximal near the gradient middle

(Fig. 4). Adjusted abundances of E.falcata and Q.rosea showed low mean and

variance at low levels of logging disturbance (left end) and both increased with

logging disturbance. E.grandiflora showed no particular trend in mean, but the

variance increased at high levels of logging disturbance. T.melinonii showed the

most marked positive trend along the disturbance gradient.

Along the gradient of topography (Fig. 4), sapling abundance increased

with increasing scores for D.guianensis, O.asbeckii, E.grandiflora. Among vari-

ables most correlated with the second gradient (see section 2.3), changes

in sapling abundance mostly related to elevation effects for O.asbeckii and
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Fig. 3. a.: Comparison of Moran’s I between actual and modelled sapling pattern
for the six focal species. b.: Relations between Moran’s I and the posterior CAR
precision parameter (τ in Eq. 2) in the Spatial Mixed models (sglm, szimp).

E.grandiflora (Ele on Fig. 1). Both Ele and dG had negative effects in the sz-

imp model for D.guianensis. However, interpretation was not clear in this case

because of opposed correlations signs of Ele and dG with the second gradi-

ent (Topo). For Q.rosea, sapling abundance weakly increased along the second

gradient, while no trend was observed for E.falcata and T.melinonii. The vari-

ability increased along the gradient for O.asbeckii and D.guianensis, while no

trend was visible for the other species.

3.5 Saplings dispersal patterns and relations with conspecific trees

Regarding intraspecific effects, the distance to nearest adult (dna) was the

most informative population variables in 5 cases out of 6, while effects of those

variables were low for T.melinonii (Fig. 1). For E.falcata, dna had a strong

positive effect in B (Fig. 1), so that the response curve approached a logistic

form with threshold at ca 50 m (Fig. 5.b). For that species, Gcon was a dual

variable (Fig. 1): sapling abundance increased with conspecific basal area up to

and decreased over this threshold (Fig. 5.c). Sapling abundance of O.asbeckii

decreased with increasing dna and increased with Gcon (Figs. 1 and 5.b), but

effects were relatively low. O.asbeckii had the lowest sampled distance range

between cells and an adult (ca 0-50 m). On this range, the sglm and szimp

models produced similar response curves to dna (Fig. 5.b). For D.guianensis,

dna was a dual variable: adjusted sapling abundance was nul above ca 65 m

away from adult trees (Fig. 5.b). For Q.rosea, dna was dual but the adjusted

response curve was strictly decreasing on the sampled range, ca 0-100 m (Fig.
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Fig. 4. Species responses along two ecological gradients. Dotted lines: mean of abun-
dances, solid lines: intervals based on standard deviations. Logg.: gradient of logging
disturbance (•), Topo.: gradient of topography from buffers around bottomlands to
plateaux (×). Y-axis: sapling abundance predicted from best modelsnormalized by
maximum . See text for gradients construction.

5.b). The response curve of the best model for E.grandiflora (sglm) decreased

regularly up to 90 m, whereas in the szimp case, it showed a threshold at ca

60 m above which adjusted abundances were zero.
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Fig. 5. Theoretical and adjusted responses curves. X-axes: explicative variables,
Y-axes: normalized mean of abundances Z: Z̄

max(Z̄)
.

Numbers are regression coefficients for variables on X-axis: for Z ∼ zip: β, σ,
with σ = β

β−γ β, γ respectively Bernoulli and Poisson distributions coefficients for
Z ∼ Poisson: γ, Poisson distribution coefficient.
a.: theoretical responses curves to an uniform random variable on [−1, 1] (x) for
zip-distributed Z.
b.: adjusted response curves to distance to nearest adult for five species (observed
ranges on X-axis). Dg, Ef, Qr : Z ∼ zip, Oa, Eg, Z ∼ Poisson. Dotted lines show
the response curves for the szimp models for Oa and Eg.
c.: adjusted response curves to conspecific basal area for Ef with Z ∼ zip.
Oa: O.asbeckii, Ef : E.falcata, Eg : E.grandiflora, Dg : D.guianensis, Qr : Q.rosea.

4 Discussion

4.1 Ecological aspects

Species susceptibility to disturbance and topography. We expected

disturbance to induce a negative response of the sciaphilous species O.asbeckii,

a positive response of the light-demanding species Q.rosea and T.melinonii

and a humped reponse for the tolerant to mid-tolerant species E.falcata, E.grandi-

flora and D.guianensis. Regarding topography, D.guianensis and E.grandiflora

are known to mainly settle on the upper part of slopes (Barthes, 1991; Bon-

jour, 1996) and E.falcata on bottomlands. Barthes (1991) showed that the

two Eperua species are mutually exclusive in the stands. No a priori infor-

mation was available for the three other species. A confusing effect between

topography and small natural disturbances (treefalls) could occur along the

topographical gradient, as both variables positively correlated to this gradient.

Species responses along the two gradients were coherent with our hy-

potheses for D.guianensis (disturbance + topography), O.asbeckii, E.falcata,
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Q.rosea and T.melinonii (disturbance), E.grandiflora (topography). A posi-

tive effect of the topographical gradient was evidenced for Q.rosea, however

difficult to interpret as the species is heliophilous and could react to small

openings due to treefalls. On the contrary, the positive effect highlighted for

O.asbeckii probably reflects a pure substrate effect as the species is sciaphilous.

Surprises came from two particular features: (i) E.grandiflora appeared neu-

tral on the disturbance gradient. This species finally appears less sensitive

to disturbance and light than E.falcata and D.guianensis, as confirmed by a

study of change in saplings stocks between 1992 and 1995 in Paracou plots

(Rankin-de Mérona and Montpied, 2004), (ii) E.falcata appeared neutral on

the topographical gradient. For this species, it seems that population vari-

ables were informative enough to mask effects of physical conditions because

of strong clumping of saplings around potential mother-trees.

Saplings dispersal patterns and relations with conspecifics. Clump-

ing among studied saplings populations could arise mainly because of limited

dispersal around adults (Svenning, 2001), clumped seed dispersal (Howe, 1989;

Russo and Augspurger, 2004), or survival response to patchy resource (Dalling

and Wirth, 1998). Our results evidenced (i) a dispersal limitation of saplings

for five species out of six, (ii) the persistence of seed dispersal patterns to

some extent at the sapling stage despite mortality filters on earlier stages

(Clark et al., 1999; Wang and Smith, 2002) (iii) a lack of connection between

saplings and adults patterns for the anemochorous and most light-demanding

studied species T.melinonii.

The results obtained were coherent for the autochorous E.falcata, for

which saplings were limited to low distances around adults. A similar pattern

raised for the anemochorous D.guianensis. Despite wind dispersal, seeds and

fruits reach maximal distances of 25 to 60 m around mother-trees (Sabatier,

1983; Loubry, 1993). Saplings appeared limited at the same scale. Saplings of

Q.rosea were also mainly dispersed around mother-trees. But, despite simi-

lar dispersal mode and seed size compared to D.guianensis(Sabatier, 1983),

Q.rosea was less limited. Differences in species fecundity could explain differ-

ent dispersal abilities among these species (Clark and Ji, 1995). For the en-

dozoochorous O.asbeckii, the abondance curve decreases slowly with distances

between saplings and adults. Despite seeds dispersal by birds, median seed

dispersal distances were estimated below 10 m in disturbed and undisturbed

plots of Guyana (Ulft, 2004). Saplings-adults distances did not exceed 50 m

here for this common species, which thus does not appear dispersal limited at

the study scale.

The case of E.grandiflora can be questioned. The flexible szimp model
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reveals a pattern similar to that of E.falcata, coherent with heavy seeds dis-

persed close to the mother-trees. The pattern produced by the sglm tended

to overestimate abundance at distances >60 m, probably due to saplings fre-

quently found far from adults. Such scattering of saplings likely results from

secondary dispersal of E.grandiflora seeds by rodents, as observed by Forget

(1992).

Among population variables, distance to the nearest adult was the most

informative variable. Effects of other population variables were generally low.

However conspecific trees had a strong effect for E. falcata. Figure 5.c shows

negative-density dependence at the cell scale <20 m. Such effect is consistent

with local dispersal and aggregation of the species along bottomlands.

4.2 Relevance and limits of the data model

The data model defined how the sampling design characterized sapling

pattern and how ecological variables characterized local ecological conditions.

The use of quadrat-sampling imposed a minimal distance between observa-

tions and because of clumping, abundance data were positively autocorre-

lated. Yet, autocorrelation also appears with individual based sampling and

is actually inherent to ecological data (Legendre, 1993). Space partitioning in

sampling cells allowed to define a measure of species local success, through

sapling abundance, and to relate it with ecological variables. Coupled with

regular sampling, this method introduced zero inflation in the data. The two

features could be accounted for in statistical models.

In studies of tropical species, descriptions of the environment often derive

from categorical variables, for instance classifying forest structure as gap and

non-gap. The environment was characterized here through continuous descrip-

tors of ecological processes such as disturbance (Molino and Sabatier, 2001).

Such a method allowed to characterize species responses along gradients. In-

clusion of disturbance as an explicative process allowed to address a common

issue in static modelling, that is a likely disequilibrium between observed pat-

terns and current environmental conditions (Guisan and Zimmermann, 2000;

Austin, 2002).

Dispersal around potential mother-trees was accounted for in our data

model through distance to nearest adult (dna). Measures of early life-stages dis-

persal with dna underestimate dispersal distances given adult spatial patterns

(Nathan and Muller-Landau, 2000). More complex dispersal models could be

considered for instance by taking into account the contribution of several po-

tential seeders (Ribbens et al., 1994). Other population variables accounting
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for interactions with conspecific trees were based on the same 20 m-radius

subplots used for the total stand. However, tree may interact at different dis-

tances with conspecific trees or with trees of other species (heteromyopia) as

suggested by Murrell and Law (2003). Further work could consider different

distances of inter- and intraspecific interactions.

4.3 Autocorrelation and zero-inflation in statistical models

The spatial random effect for autocorrelation enhanced models perfor-

mance, a consistent result with the comparative study of Keitt et al. (2002).

Mixed models reproduced sapling pattern through a simple description of de-

pendence between cells at local scale. sglm with Poisson distribution were

better for O.asbeckii, and E.grandiflora, in spite of high zero-inflation for

E.grandiflora. Thus, the spatial random effect accounted for both autocorrela-

tion and zero-inflation. zip and szimp comparison also revealed that variables

with strong effects in the simple zip case could have weaker effects when au-

tocorrelation was considered. Hence, refinement of the statistical hypotheses

lead to more robust conclusions regarding the ecological model (Austin, 2002).

Apart from accounting for zero-inflation in abundance data (Welsh et al.,

1996; Ridout et al., 1998), a major interest of zip models stands in the shape

of the response curves, a critical issue in modelling studies (Oksanen and

Minchin, 2002). Indeed, the response to a specific variable is not a priori fixed

as in a glm. Different shapes are likely to approach linear or more complex

species responses to a particular ecological gradient (Guisan and Zimmermann,

2000).

The random spatial process also introduced flexibility and accounted for

unobserved local effects at the scale of sampling cells. This was evidenced for

Q.rosea for which standing deaths (MsDL) influenced sapling abundance posi-

tively as shown in both zip and szimp models. Still, the deterministic relation

failed in the zip case: extreme values of the ecological variable determined

high adjusted sapling abundance in some cells where saplings were absent.

Unobserved local effects may be responsible for such departure which was not

the case in the szimp model for Q.rosea.

The sets of selected covariables, P, (B,M), were considered as a priori

given for each species and we did not address the issue of variable selection.

Powerful but time-consuming Bayesian methods exist and are still being de-

veloped to deal with variable selection issues (e.g. Reversible Jump, Green

(1995)). Selection classically aims to minimize covariance among explicative

variables and identify the most relevant among an initial set. Although the
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studied sets of variables may not be optimal for some species, the most infor-

mative variables were retained and only weakly informative variables among

those tested may miss.

5 Conclusion

This study underlined the relevance of the Hierarchical Bayesian approach

to model spatial patterns of early-life stages in plant populations. The HB

frawework allowed to take random spatial effects into account, which seems

critical in highly heterogeneous ecosystems such as tropical forests. The flexi-

bility of HB models could allow to include more sources of uncertainty, or other

effects regarding dispersal. The studied sapling pattern showed evidence of

niche partitioning among species and also revealed dispersal limitation. Follow-

ing the modelling framework proposed by Austin (2002), this work addressed

the relevance and limits of three hypotheses levels and possible interconnec-

tions between these levels. Statistical hypotheses were based on features of

the studied patterns, while explicative ecological data were mostly constrained

by feasibility and availability. In any ecological study, ecological implications

are conditioned by such constraints. The interest of the data model is thus

clear when proxies infere the intensity of unobserved processes. More realis-

tic treatments of spatial patterns would certainly refine our understanding of

disturbance effects on tropical forests communities.
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Table 1
Ecological variables derived from a DEM (Digitalized Elevation Model) of Paracou,
gis layers of seasonal streams and bottomlands, skid trails and logging damage, or
from census data of trees ≥10 cm dbh (units in brackets). For quantitative variables,
the period indicates calculus years: 1986-1988 (logging) or 1989-2002 (recovery).
Statical variables were calculated in 2002. diam1 and diam2 derived from a Canonical
Analysis of the numbers of trees in 11 dbh classes from 10-15 cm to 55-60 cm and
>60 cm dbh (16 and 14 % of total inertia explained). diam1 (resp. diam2) separated
subplots with well represented low-size classes (resp. middle-size classes, positive
scores) from subplots with over-represented large-size classes (resp. extreme-size
classes, negative scores).

Type Label Description Period

Physiography

Ele Elevation (m)
-

Slo Slope (◦)

WL

1 : outside bottomlands

-
2 : 20 m buffer along bottomlands,

and 10 m along seasonal streams
3 : bottomlands

(watertable < 1 m depth during dry season)

Logging

ST
1 : >10 m from a skid trail

-

disturbance

2 : 10 m buffer around skid trails
3 : skid trails

LD
1 : > 10 m from logging damage

-2 : 10 m buffer around logging damage
3 : logging damage

MtfL Basal area lost in treefalls (m2)
1986-1988

MsdL Basal area lost in standing deaths (m2)

Post-logging

MtfR Basal area lost in treefalls (m2)

1989-2002dynamics

Atf Mean age of treefalls (yr)
SDtfR Standard deviation of treefalls ages (yr)
MsdR Basal area lost in standing deaths (m2)
Recru Basal area of recruited individuals (m2)
dG Change in basal area (m2)

Structure

Gpio Basal area of pioneer taxa (m2)

2002
diam1 Axis1 of CA on diameter distributions
diam2 Axis2 of CA on diameter distributions
Gtot Total basal area (m2)

Population
dna Distance to nearest adult (m) 2002

variables
dGcon Loss of basal area from conspecific trees death (m2) 1989-2002
Gcon Basal area of conspecific trees ≥ 10 cm dbh (m2) 2002
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Table 2
Summary statistics of calibrated models. p: number of regression parameters, pD:
number of effective parameters, DIC: Deviance Information Criterion, rP , rS : Pear-
son and Spearman correlation coefficients between observations and fitted values.
Bold: lower DIC values by species. Oa: O.asbeckii, Ef : E.falcata, Eg : E.grandiflora,
Dg : D.guianensis, Qr : Q.rosea, Tm: T.melinonii. sglm: Spatial Generalized Linear
Mixed model, zip: Zero Inflated Poisson model, szimp: Spatial Zero Inflated Mixed
model.

Species
Model Oa Ef Eg Dg Qr Tm
sglm

p 20 15 18 14 23 19
pD 1246.0 770.8 908.3 751.6 708.5 791.7
DIC 5907.0 2742.8 3257.6 2646.6 2573.8 2493.4
rP 0.92 0.94 0.92 0.92 0.98 0.95
rS 0.76 0.61 0.64 0.59 0.69 0.55

zip

p 31 25 24 20 32 30
pD 3547.1 706.7 2533.1 2436.4 781.0 1247.5
DIC 8142.6 3067.8 5019.0 4310.0 2816.9 2744.3
rP 0.48 0.57 0.48 0.23 0.22 0.24
rS 0.48 0.53 0.45 0.31 0.23 0.26

szimp

p 33 27 26 22 34 32
pD 1266.7 621.2 917.8 755.6 694.7 775.1
DIC 5907.4 2499.3 3263.1 2629.0 2556.2 2462.7
rP 0.92 0.93 0.90 0.92 0.96 0.95
rS 0.76 0.61 0.63 0.59 0.68 0.55
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Appendices

A Site map

Fig. A.1. Map of the study site
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B Abundance maps

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 0 2 4 6 8 10 12

Observed SGLM

0 2 4 6 0 2 4 6 8 10 12

ZIP SZIMP

Fig. B.1. Observed (top left) and modelled sapling abundance of O.asbeckii in sam-
pling cells in the four studied psp.
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0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16

Observed SGLM

0 2 4 6 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14

ZIP SZIMP

Fig. B.2. Observed (top left) and modelled sapling abundance of E.falcata in sam-
pling cells in the four studied psp.
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Observed SGLM

0 1 2 3 4 5 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

ZIP SZIMP

Fig. B.3. Observed (top left) and modelled sapling abundance of E.grandiflora in
sampling cells in the four studied psp.
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Observed SGLM

0 1 2 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

ZIP SZIMP

Fig. B.4. Observed (top left) and modelled sapling abundance of D.guianensis in
sampling cells in the four studied psp.
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0 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30 33 36 0 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30 33 36

Observed SGLM

0 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30 33 36 86 0 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27

ZIP SZIMP

Fig. B.5. Observed (top left) and modelled sapling abundance of Q.rosea in sampling
cells in the four studied psp. Note the extreme abundance class in the zip case
(bottom right plot).
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Observed SGLM

0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

ZIP SZIMP

Fig. B.6. Observed (top left) and modelled sapling abundance of T.melinonii in
sampling cells in the four studied psp.
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